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AbstractInstead of myopic impurity functions, we propose the use of Reli-efF for heuristic guidance of inductive learning algorithms. The basicalgoritm RELIEF, developed by Kira and Rendell (Kira and Rendell,1992a;b), is able to e�ciently solve classi�cation problems involvinghighly dependent attributes, such as parity problems. However, it issensitive to noise and is unable to deal with incomplete data, multi-class, and regression problems (continuous class). We have extendedRELIEF in several directions. The extended algorithm ReliefF is ableto deal with noisy and incomplete data, can be used for multiclassproblems, and its regressional variant RReliefF can deal with regres-sion problems. Another area of application is inductive logic program-ming (ILP) where, instead of myopic measures, ReliefF can be usedto estimate the utility of literals during the theory construction.1 IntroductionInductive learning algorithms typically use the greedy search strategy toovercome the combinatorial explosion during the search for good hypotheses.1



The heuristic function that estimates the potential successors of the currentstate in the search space has the major role in the greedy search. Currentinductive learning algorithms use variants of impurity functions like informa-tion gain (Hunt et al., 1966), gain-ratio (Quinlan, 1986), gini-index (Breimanet al., 1984), distance measure (Mantaras, 1989), and j-measure (Smyth &Goodman, 1990). However, all these measures assume that attributes areindependent and therefore, in domains with strong conditional dependenciesbetween attributes, the greedy search has poor chances of revealing a goodhypothesis.Kira and Rendell (1992a;b) developed an algorithm called RELIEF, whichwas shown to be very e�cient in estimating the quality of attributes. Forexample, in the parity problems of various degrees with a signi�cant numberof irrelevant (random) additional attributes RELIEF is able to correctly es-timate the relevance of all attributes in a time proportional to the numberof attributes and the square of the number of training instances (this can befurther reduced by limiting the number of iterations in RELIEF). While theoriginal RELIEF can deal with discrete and continuous attributes, it can notdeal with incomplete data and is limited to two-class problems only.We developed an extension of RELIEF called ReliefF that improves theoriginal algorithm by estimating probabilities more reliably and extends itto handle incomplete and multi-class data sets while the complexity remainsthe same. ReliefF seems to be a promising heuristic function that may over-come the myopia of current inductive learning algorithms. Kira and Rendellused RELIEF as a preprocessor to eliminate irrelevant attributes from datadescription before learning. ReliefF is general, e�cient, and reliable enoughto be used for: the non-myopic discretization of attributes, the estimation ofattributes in classi�cation problems, the non-myopic estimation of the utilityof literals during the construction of the �rst order theory by an inductivelogic programming (ILP) system, and the regressional variant, RReliefF, canbe used for the estimation and discretization of attributes in regression prob-lems.The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the original RE-LIEF is briey described along with its interpretation and its extended ver-sion ReliefF. In Section 3, we present the regressional variant RReliefF. Sec-tion 4 discusses the use of ReliefF for discretization of attributes. Section 5shows how ReliefF can be used within ILP systems. In discussion we reviewthe possible applications of ReliefF. 2



set all weights W[A] := 0.0;for i := 1 to n dobeginrandomly select an instance R;�nd nearest hit H and nearest miss M;for A := 1 to #attributes doW[A] := W[A] - di�(A,R,H)/n + di�(A,R,M)/n;end;Figure 1 The basic algorithm of RELIEF2 ReliefF2.1 RELIEFThe key idea of RELIEF is to estimate attributes according to how welltheir values distinguish among the instances that are near to each other.For that purpose, given an instance, RELIEF searches for its two nearestneighbors: one from the same class (called nearest hit) and the other froma di�erent class (called nearest miss). The original algorithm of RELIEF(Kira & Rendell, 1992a;b) randomly selects n training instances, where n isthe user-de�ned parameter. The algorithm is given in Figure 1.Function di�(Attribute,Instance1,Instance2) calculates the di�erence be-tween the values of Attribute for two instances. For discrete attributes thedi�erence is either 1 (the values are di�erent) or 0 (the values are equal),while for continuous attributes the di�erence is the actual di�erence normal-ized to the interval [0; 1]. Normalization with n guarantees all weights W [A]to be in the interval [�1; 1].The weights are estimates of the quality of attributes. The rationale ofthe formula for updating the weights is that a good attribute should havethe same value for instances from the same class (subtracting the di�er-ence diff(A;R;H)) and should di�erentiate between instances from di�erentclasses (adding the di�erence diff(A;R;M)).The function di� is used also for calculating the distance between in-stances to �nd the nearest neighbors. The total distance is simply the sum3



of di�erences over all attributes. In fact, original RELIEF uses the squareddi�erence, which for discrete attributes is equivalent to di�. In all our exper-iments, there was no signi�cant di�erence between results using di� or thesquared di�erence. However, we prefer to use non-squared di� as it allowsthe probabilistic interpretation. If N is the number of all training instancesthen the complexity of the above algorithm is O(n�N �#attributes).2.2 Interpretation of RELIEF's estimatesThe following derivation shows that RELIEF's estimates are strongly relatedto impurity functions. It is obvious that the RELIEF's estimate W [A] of theattribute A is an approximation of the following di�erence of probabilities:W [A] = P (di�erent value of Ajnearest instance from a di�erent class)� P (di�erent value of Ajnearest instance from the same class) (1)If we eliminate from (1) the requirement that the selected instance is thenearest, the formula becomes:W [A] = P (di�erent value of Ajdi�erent class)�P (di�erent value of Ajsame class)(2)= P (equal value of Ajsame class)� P (equal value of Ajdi�erent class)If we rewrite Peqval = P (equal value of A), Psamecl = P (same class), andPsamecljeqval = P (same classjequal value of A) we obtain using the Bayesianrule: W [A] = PsamecljeqvalPeqvalPsamecl � (1� Psamecljeqval)Peqval1� PsameclUsing equalities Psamecl =XC P (C)2Psamecljeqval =XV  P (V )2PV P (V )2 �XC P (CjV )2!we obtain: W [A] = Peqval �Gini0(A)Psamecl(1� Psamecl)= constant�XV P (V )2 �Gini0(A) (3)4



where Gini0(A) =XV  P (V )2PV P (V )2 �XC P (CjV )2!�XC P (C)2 (4)is highly correlated with the gini-index gain (Breiman et al., 1984) for classesC and values V of the attribute A. The only di�erence is that instead of thefactor P (V )2PV P (V )2 the gini� index gain uses P (V )PV P (V ) = P (V )Equation (3) shows strong relation of the RELIEF's weights with the giniindex. The probability PV P (V )2 that two instances have the same value ofattribute A in eq. (3) is a kind of normalization factor for multi-valued at-tributes. Impurity functions tend to overestimate multi-valued attributes andvarious normalization heuristics are needed to avoid this tendency (e.g. gainratio (Quinlan, 1986) and binarization of attributes (Cestnik et al., 1987)).Equation (3) shows that RELIEF implicitly uses such a normalization. Thisfact was further investigated and con�rmed in (Kononenko, 1995).The above derivation eliminated the "nearest instance" condition fromthe probabilities. If we put it back we can interpret the RELIEF's estimatesas the average over local estimates in smaller parts of the instance space.This enables RELIEF to take into account dependencies between attributeswhich can be detected in the context of locality. From the global point ofview, these dependencies are hidden due to the e�ect of averaging over alltraining instances, and exactly this makes impurity functions myopic.2.3 Extensions of RELIEFThe original RELIEF can deal with discrete and continuous attributes. How-ever, it can not deal with incomplete data and is limited to two-class problemsonly. Equation (1) is of crucial importance for any extension of RELIEF. Itturned out that the extensions of RELIEF are not straightforward unlesswe realized that RELIEF in fact approximates probabilities. The extensionsshould be designed in such a way that probabilities are reliably approxi-mated. We developed an extension of RELIEF, called ReliefF, that improvesthe original algorithm by estimating probabilities more reliably and extends5



it to deal with incomplete and multi-class data sets. A brief description ofthe extensions follows.Reliable probability approximation: The parameter n inthe algorithm RELIEF, described in Section 2.1, represents the number ofinstances for approximating probabilities in eq. (1). The larger n impliesmore reliable approximation. The obvious choice, adopted in ReliefF forrelatively small number of training instances (up to one thousand), is torun the outer loop of RELIEF over all available training instances. Due toe�ciency reasons, however, it is often more practical to keep n smaller, suchas few hundreds.The selection of the nearest neighbors is of crucial importance in RELIEF.The purpose is to �nd the nearest neighbors with respect to important at-tributes. Redundant and noisy attributes may strongly a�ect the selection ofthe nearest neighbors and therefore the estimation of probabilities with noisydata becomes unreliable. To increase the reliability of the probability approx-imation ReliefF searches for k nearest hits/misses instead of only one nearhit/miss and averages the contribution of all k nearest hits/misses. It wasshown that this extension signi�cantly improves the reliability of estimatesof the attributes' qualities (Kononenko, 1994). To overcome the problem ofparameter tuning we proppose the default value k = 10 which, empirically,gives satisfactory results.Incomplete data: In order to deal with incomplete data sets, thefunctiondi�(Attribute,Instance1, Instance2) in ReliefF is extended to missing valuesof attributes by calculating the probability that two given instances havedi�erent values for the given attribute:� if one instance (e.g. I1) has unknown value:diff(A; I1; I2) = 1� P (value(A; I2)jclass(I1))� if both instances have unknown value:diff(A; I1; I2) = 1� #values(A)XV (P (V jclass(I1))� P (V jclass(I2)))6



The conditional probabilities are approximated with relative frequencies fromthe training set.Multi-class problems: Kira and Rendell (1992a;b) claim that RE-LIEF can be used to estimate the attributes' qualities in data sets with morethan two classes by splitting the problem into a series of 2-class problems.This solution seems unsatisfactory. To use it in practice, RELIEF shouldbe able to deal with multi class problems without any prior changes in theknowledge representation that could a�ect the �nal outcomes.Instead of �nding one near missM from a di�erent class, ReliefF �nds onenear miss M(C) for each di�erent class C and averages their contributionfor updating the estimate W [A]. The average is weighted with the priorprobability of each class:W [A] :=W [A]�diff(A;R;H)=n+ XC 6=class(R) " P (C)1� P (class(R)) � diff(A;R;M(C))# =nThe idea is that the algorithm should estimate the ability of attributes toseparate each pair of classes regardless of which two classes are closest toeach other.Note that the time complexity of ReliefF is the same as that of RELIEF.The complete algorithm is provided in Figure 2.3 RReliefF: Regressional ReliefFThe usual impurity measure used in regression is the mean squared error(MSE) (Breiman et al., 1984):MSE = 1=N NXi=1(Ci � C)2 (5)where C = 1=N NXi=1Ciis the average class value. There is an interesting relation between the meansquared error and the (prior) gini-index (Breiman et al., 1984). The prior7



set all weights W[A] := 0.0;for i := 1 to n dobeginrandomly select an instance R;�nd k nearest hits Hjfor each class C 6= class(R) do�nd k nearest misses Mj(C);for A := 1 to #attributes doW [A] := W [A]�Pkj=1 diff(A;R;Hj)=(n� k)+PC 6=class(R) h P (C)1�P (class(R)) Pkj=1 diff(A;R;Mj(C))i =(n �k); end; Figure 2 Algorithm ReliefFgini-index is de�ned withGini prior = 1�XC P (C)2 (6)Iif the classi�cation problem with two classes is transformed into regressionproblem by labeling one class with 0 and the other with 1, then the followingequality holds: Gini prior = 2�MSE (7)In regression problems the class is continuous, therefore the (nearest) hits andmisses cannot be used. Instead of requiring the exact knowledge of whethertwo instances belong to the same class or not, we can introduce a kind ofprobability that two instances are from di�erent classes. This probabilitycan be modeled with the relative distance between the class values of thetwo instances.Still, to estimate W[A] in equation (1), the information about the sign ofeach contributed term is missing. In the following derivation we reformulateequation (1), so that it can be directly evaluated using the probability of twoinstances belonging to di�erent classes. If we rewritePdiffA = P (di�erent value of Ajnearest instances) (8)8



set all NdC , NdA[A], NdC&dA[A], W [A] to 0;for i := 1 to n do beginrandomly select instance Ri;select k instances Ij nearest to Ri;for j := 1 to k do beginNdC := NdC + jclass(Ri)� class(Ij)j=k;for A := 1 to #attributes do beginNdA[A] := NdA[A] + diff(A;Ri; Ij)=k;NdC&dA[A] := NdC&dA[A] + jclass(Ri)� class(Ij)j � diff(A;Ri; Ij)=k;end;end;end;for A := 1 to #attributes doW [A] := NdC&dA[A]/NdC - (NdA[A]�NdC&dA[A])/(n�NdC);Figure 3: Pseudo code of RReliefF (Regressional ReliefF)PdiffC = P (di�erent classjnearest instances) (9)andPdiffCjdiffA = P (di�erent classjdi�erent value of A and nearest instances)(10)we obtain from (1) using Bayes rule:W [A] = PdiffCjdiffAPdiffAPdiffC � (1� PdiffCjdiffA)PdiffA1� PdiffC (11)Therefore, we can estimate W [A] by approximating terms de�ned by equa-tions 8, 9 and 10. This can be done by the algorithm on Figure 3.Note that the time complexity of RReliefF is the same as that of originalRELIEF, i.e. O(n�N �#attributes). The most complex operation withinthe main for loop is the selection of k nearest instances Ij, which can bedone in O(N � #attributes) steps. O(#attributes) is needed to calculatethe distance between Ri and Ij while O(N) is needed to build a heap (fromwhich k nearest instances are extracted in O(k logN) < O(N�#attributes)steps). 9



4 Discretization of attributesDiscretization divides the values of the continuous attribute into a numberof intervals. Each interval can then be treated as one value of new discreteattribute. Discretization of attributes can reduce the learning complexity andhelp to understand the dependencies between the attributes and the targetconcept. There are several methods that can be used to discretize continuousattributes (Richeldi and Rossotto, 1995).A usual greedy algorithm for discretization of attributes is as follows (Ces-tnik, 1989):BestDiscretization = fgSetOfBoundaries = fgrepeatadd the split which maximizes the heuristic measure to the SetOfBound-ariesif SetOfBoundaries is best so far thenBestDiscretization = SetOfBoundariesuntil m times the heuristic is worse than in previous stepAt each step the algorithm searches for a boundary which, when added to thecurrent set of boundaries, maximizes the heuristic estimate of the discretizedattribute.Algorithms for discretization use myopic measures, such as a well knownmeasure of dissimilarity (distance) between the attribute and the class (Man-taras, 1989). Such measures typically take into account the conditional prob-abilities of the attribute values given the class and vice versa, however, ignor-ing the information of the values of all other attributes. The main advantageof ReliefF is its non-myopic behaviour. ReliefF can predict the quality ofstrongly dependent attributes. Therefore, using ReliefF in the above algo-rithm leads to a non-myopic discretization of continuous attributes (Robnik& Kononenko, 1995). The regressional version RReliefF can be used to dis-cretize attributes in regresion problems.
10



Input::Literal space LS;Current training set T = T+ [ T�;T+,T�: positive and negative examples respectivelyOutput:Weight vector W where W [L] estimates the quality of literal L||||||||||||||||||||||||{set all weights W[L] := 0.0;for i := 1 to n dobeginrandomly select an instance R 2 T+;�nd k nearest hits H and k nearest misses M;for L := 1 to #literals dofor i := 1 to k doW [L] := W [L] + (DiffA(L;R;M [i])�Diff(L;R;H[i]))=(k � n);endFigure 4: ReliefF based literal quality assessment5 ReliefF for inductive logic programmingWhen dealing with the classi�cation problems current ILP systems (Muggle-ton, 1992; Lavra�c and D�zeroski, 1994) often lag behind the state-of-the-artattributional learners. Part of the blame can be ascribed to a much largerhypothesis space which, therefore, can not be so thoroughly explored. Re-liefF as described above is suitable for the propositional representation oftraining examples. A slightly di�erent approach is needed when estimatingthe quality of literals which are the candidates for augmenting the currentclause under construction, when inducing the �rst order theories with an ILPsystem.The main di�erence stems from the fact that while learning in the propo-sitional language we are only interested in the boundaries between di�erentclasses. On the other hand, when learning in the �rst order language, we arenot searching for boundaries but for a theory that explains positive learn-ing instances and does not cover negative ones. A crucial part of ReliefFis the function that measures the di�erence (distance) between the traininginstances. 11



The key idea of using ReliefF within ILP is to estimate literals accordingto how well they distinguish between the instances that are logically similar.Our algorithm on Figure 4 searches for k nearest hits/misses. The searchfor the nearest hits and misses is guided by the total distance between thetwo examples (DiffT (Example1,Example2 )). This distance is computed asfollows: DiffT (E1; E2) = 1jLSj XL2LSDiff(L;E1; E2) (12)It is simply a normalized sum of di�erences over the literal space LS. Itestimates the logical similarity of two instances relative to the backgroundknowledge.Both the total distance (DiffT ) and the estimates W depend on thede�nition ofDiff (DiffA is an asimetric version ofDiff). Table 1 shows thede�nition of Diff and DiffA. The �rst two columns represent the coverageL(E1) L(E2) Diff(L;E1; E2) DiffA(L;E1; E2)0 0 0 00 1 1 01 0 1 11 1 0 0Table 1: De�nition of the Diff and DiffA functions.of literal L over the examples E1 and E2 respectively. The coverage denotesthe truth value of some partially build clause Cl0 with literal L includedwhen the head of the clause is instantiated with example Ei; i 2 f1; 2g. Notethat since E1 is always from T+ (Figure 4) the DiffA function gives thepreference to literals covering the positive examples. The details can befound in (Pompe and Kononenko, 1995).6 DiscussionWe have veri�ed the e�ectivness of ReliefF in various areas: for attributeestimation and discretization in classi�cation and regression problems and12



for estimating the utility of literals in ILP. In all areas ReliefF exhibited theadvantage over myopic impurity measures in problems with strongly condi-tionaly dependent attributes, while in domains without such dependenciesReliefF performs the same as ordinary impurity measures. Typical problemsthat can be e�ectively solved with ReliefF and cannot be solved with or-dinary impurity measures, are the parity classi�cation and relational (ILP)problems and, e.g. the sum-by-modulo regressional problems.Equation (3) shows an interesting relations between the ReliefF's esti-mates and impurity measures: the gini-index gain and (indirectly via Equa-tion 7) the mean squared error. Equation (11) can be used for estimating thequality of attributes both in classi�cation and regression problems. There-fore, it provides a uni�ed view on both areas of machine learning.ReliefF can e�ciently estimate continuous and discrete attributes. Theimplicit normalization in Eq. (3) enables ReliefF to appropriately deal withmultivalued attributes (Kononenko, 1995). However, if a machine learningsystem used Eq. (3) instead of the information gain, it would still be my-opic. For example, in parity problems, Eq. (3) would estimate all attributesas equally non-important. Therefore, the reason for the success of ReliefFis in the "nearest hits/misses" heuristic which inuences the estimation ofprobabilities. This heuristic enables ReliefF to detect strong dependenciesbetween the attributes which would be overlooked if the estimates of proba-bilities would be done on randomly selected instances instead of the nearestones.ReliefF is an e�cient heuristic estimator of the attribute quality that isable to deal with data sets with dependent and independent attributes. Theextensions of the basic RELIEF algorithm enable it to deal with noisy, incom-plete, and multi-class data sets. With increasing the number (k) of nearesthits/misses the correlation of the ReliefF's estimates with other impurityfunctions also increases. When k becomes much greater than the number ofinstances in the same peak of the instance space, ReliefF becomes myopic asother impurity measures.The performance of current inductive learning systems can be improvedby replacing the existing heuristic functions with ReliefF. Although ReliefFmay overcome the myopia, it is not directly useful when the change of therepresentation is required. In such cases the constructive induction shouldbe applied. A good idea for constructive induction may be to use ReliefFinstead or in the combination with the lookahead.13
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